
June 15, 2021

Sally Miller Delivered Electronically
Coordinator, EDC
Woodstock, VT 05091
(802) 299-7806

Hi Sally,

Attached you’ll find Class Four’s response to the EDC’s Marketing RFP, and this letter binds all commentary made
therein. As a local firm with two Woodstock natives, and immense working knowledge of the economic and cultural
landscape, we look forward to answering any questions you may have. Class Four is uniquely positioned to meet and
exceed the goals of the EDC’s Scope Work, as a cutting edge full service agency that has built brand engagement
both at home and around the world. The strategy outlined in our presentation comes from years spent growing up in
Woodstock and watching the town evolve from a first hand perspective.

But the outside world has changed significantly since I left the Woodstock of my childhood, and with that change has
come incredible opportunity. While much of the Village remains frozen in time, the outside world is a highly digitized
environment where brands communicate with audiences in real time, and the new frontiers of communication shift
monthly. At Class Four, I lead a cutting edge group of marketers and content people that sit at the intersection of
technology, and creative ideation. Our new age approach to tackling old-world challenges has helped Class Four
grow at an astonishing rate. While many older firms are just beginning to explore the possibilities of advanced, data
driven content marketing, we’ve built our business around it from day one.

As the Marketing committee explores Class Four as a strategic partner, I’m excited to share our expertise and vision
for a Village that is more discoverable to the outside world. What Woodstock holds is truly unique – a cradle of
community, tradition, and history. This next step is an exciting part of that 260 year journey, and one that will future
proof the Village for generations to come.

We’re looking forward to being considered as a part of it, and I hope to be in touch soon.

Thank you,

Charles Kahn

Partner
Class Four
1 Lawson Ln Ste 100
Burlington, VT 05401
charles@classfour.co
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Class Four develops world class content and strategy for top brands. Since 2017, 
we’ve worked with some of the largest names in the world to connect audiences 
with meaningful experiences, launch product families, and build trackable brand 
engagement. We’re the new kids on the block, and that’s a good thing – adopting next 
generation activation tools, channels and digital strategy that sits at the cutting edge 
of data-driven marketing.

Our service offerings are consistently vetted by the most demanding international 
client needs. And on a local level, Class Four supports a growing network of clients 
with scalable solutions for flow strategy, email marketing, PPC, web development, 
social management, branding, activation and content production. Organizations and 
businesses looking for longterm marketing management and content production turn 
to Class Four to futureproof their brand. 
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In an environment where first impressions take place almost entirely in the digital space, effectively communicating an experience and 
building intent will be critical for Woodstock’s marketing plan to succeed. While online competition grows, travel minded consumers want to 
know what their Woodstock experience will look like, sound like, and feel like before visiting. They do not want to read about it. While consumer 
behavior shifts to a fully digital marketplace, a growing opportunity exists to leverage video content and deploy directly to screens in a 
qualified audience. 

The way consumers make decisions has changed – they are accustomed to a high level of digital engagement with an experience before 
entering a conversion pipeline – in this case, visiting the Village. Content is now the basis for how these experiences are sold, and it can 
be leveraged as a lead magnet that captures a long term, unique-to-Woodstock audience (traditional advertising). Once captured, this 
audience can be activated on a month-to-month basis with measurable impact (direct marketing). 

As a local agency with deep Woodstock roots, a working understanding of the town’s economic ecosystem, and existing on-site content 
commitments with the region’s largest economic engine, Class Four is the ideal choice to build Woodstock’s first content asset library.

For the strategy component of WEDC’s SOW, Class Four will implement an e-commerce inspired funnel that acts as both a driver of 
conversion intent, and at the same time, a data capture engine feeding direct marketing and paid advertising campaigns. In e-comm 
scenarios, all elements of a marketing plan work in conjunction, simultaneously, to create long term audiences that are controlled. As a 
consumer, your primary value to Brand X is not the initial purchase – rather it’s the compounding value of the lifetime of your patronage. Your 
first purchase provides Brand X with enough data to re-target you, year over year, until you convert as a repeat customer. In traditional place 
marketing, this is not generally the case. These campaigns are designed to attract a user now, and create a memorable experience, but lack 
the ability to re-target post visit, on a full audience scale. To put it simply, modern E-comm strategy is focused on capturing, converting and 
re-engaging customers over a lifetime (data capture pre-visit), where traditional place marketing does convert an audience, but lacks the 
modern tool set to reactivate that audience over and over again (data capture is post visit, if at all). 

By treating a visit to Woodstock the same way we would look at a digital product purchase, our approach is not only highly unique, but highly 
effective – and by nature, entirely data driven from the ground up.

Class Four is uniquely positioned to meet and exceed the goals of WEDC’s SOW, as a cutting edge full service agency, and one of only three 
RED-camera production houses in the state. The ‘21 summer travel boom will already provide significant organic upside, however our focus 
is to carry this momentum to the 2022 calendar year and beyond– while expanding reach through paid placement, physical activation and 
organic management. The following proposal outlines an approach that fits within the WEDC’s desired scope, will exceed expectations, and 
offer a high level of trackability to prove value and offer key insights as scope expands.

Executive 
Summary

Charles Kahn, Partner



Project
Goals

Increase qualified in person traffic to the village

Promote Woodstock as a viable relocation destination

Increase traffic and engagement on Digital Properties

Develop tool set to capture and engage new audiences



Content
Production

Our creative team brings together industry experience from commercial and off the grid production. The result? A full 
stack production house that can scale at a moment’s notice. Some of the largest international brands trust Class Four 
with their ideation and production, with millions of dollars in content attributed revenue. On a local level, our team also 
supports a growing number of small to mid-size Vermont businesses.

Class Four is perhaps the only agency who can provide [within SOW] the volume of content production necessary to 
cover Woodstock’s asset development needs, and the level of quality necessary for these visuals to compete in an 
exceptionally competitive marketplace. Our team includes two Woodstock natives, and a combined nearly 50 years 
hands on experience attending and engaging with Woodstock events and experiential offerings. Members of the Class 
Four production team are also on site in the Woodstock Village on a monthly basis for existing contractual agreements. 

For a municipality to be effective in the social advertising space, the quality of production will need to match that of 
major resorts and place-based brands which capture the majority of digital ad traffic. In 2022, over 82% of all web 
traffic will be video [Cisco]. This content is the de-facto method for reaching audiences, and because of increased 
competition, ad quality and volume are now just as important as ad strategy. Neither will function to their full potential 
independently, so choosing the right content provider is more critical than ever. 



The Class Four production team has identified three content pools which will be developed to support our strategy:

These +12 month assets tell the Woodstock story, and communicate the richest experience to an existing, primary engaged 
audience. These blocks function as part of the first-time visitor funnel, but come as the final touch point before conversion. 
Hero content works to provide a final piece of incentive to a lead who is already willing to invest the necessary time to explore 
Woodstock. Hero content is parked permanently on profile-based channels (Facebook, trip advisor, google plus, etc) but has a 
primary function on the town website. Hero content is not incorporated into feed based platforms like Instagram.

These content blocks are the backbone of our direct marketing and re-targeting campaigns. Over a 12 month span, Class four 
will build short form, 30s-90s video content that highlights Woodstock based events (ex. Wassail) and recurring experiences (Ex. 
summer at Billings Farm). This video content serves the function of activating and reactivating captured audiences as defined in 
our ad groups. Year over year, variations of these assets are deployed again and again through email marketing and social re-
targeting. 

Paid social assets are highly dynamic, short content blocks that convert prospects to leads in 15 seconds or less. This is a prospects’ 
first touch point to Woodstock, and feeds the rest of the marketing funnel. For an in-feed ad to effective, attention must be 
captured in a highly limited time frame — and, although all prospects within our audience are qualified, they may not have travel 
intent at the time of impression (viewing the ad). This means the quality and creativity in social ads must always be top-tier to 
provoke engagement.

Paid Social assets are highly specific to an audience, and have the ability to highlight just one element of the Woodstock 
experience at a time. For example, the 25-35/yo outdoor focused affluent couples demographic will be targeted with hiking, 
mountain bike and adventure themed ads, while the 60-70/yo arts and leisure demo sees relaxing walks, geographic beauty, fine 
dining and ‘picture book’ visuals. Family decision makers experience Billings farm, the downtown shopping area, food offerings, 
and more child centric content. Over the course of 12 months, Class Four will develop a rich content pool of social assets to cover a 
range of demographics, interests, activities, events, levels of prospect intent and all three high traffic seasons.

Hero Content

Direct Marketing

Paid Social



Content Deployment Across 
Customer Journey

Paid Social 
Ad Content

Hero 
Content

Direct Marketing 
Content

Social Media 
Channel

Woodstock 
Website

Email Retargeting 
Campaigns



Promotion 
Strategy

Our strategy builds an effective customer pipeline that works full time engaging new audiences, capturing leads and driving traffic 
to Woodstock. Engaged audiences see only content and messaging that are relevant to their interests, creating a tailored digital 
experience prior to visit.

Before campaigns can function at full efficiency however, a significant margin of the first year spend will need to be directed 
toward asset production (Top of funnel). At the same time, improvements will be made to the town website landing pages – 
including restructure of the home page to better serve the information travel minded consumers are looking for (Bottom of funnel). 
In addition, a low-friction lead magnet will be integrated, where we expect to capture a minimum of 5-10% of all web traffic through 
giveaways and merchant-promotion campaigns. This robust data capture engine will feed monthly direct marketing campaigns 
and provide key insight into Woodstock’s primary engaged demographics (location, interests, age, etc). 

Class Four will leverage existing relationships with the local merchant and lodging community to establish promotions and 
giveaway incentives that are incorporated into the flow strategy. This provides the greatest incentive for voluntary lead (data) 
capture.

Lead Magnet:

Inbound Prospect 
to website

To social re-
targeting pixel

To organic + 
automated email 

flowsIf convert log data in segment 

If no convertLead Magnet
Offers Promotion 
Incentive for lead 

Capture

Social Ad
Social Ad

Restart cycle

Lead Captured



   
 

Social Advertising – PPC for Major Social Platforms
Prospect is targeted and engaged through content ‘experience’ ad.

Prospect clicks through Ad to website.

Prospect presented with lead magnet incentive. Prospect becomes lead.

Capture               NAME   EMAIL   LOCATION   INTERESTS   AGE

 + Prospect is presented with three hero sections [lifestyle, shopping,    
           outdoors]. If prospect clicks through any of these sections, they are 
     re-targeted with relevant ad content for 30 days on social or until a 
     second visit to web, or conversion of Lead Magnet.

 + If prospect does not convert through lead magnet, or hero sections, 
     prospect immediately enters the re-targeting pipeline and will be   
     targeted with general Woodstock ad content weekly on instagram 
     and Facebook for 30 days or until a second visit to the website or 
     conversion of Lead Magnet.

Leads from lead magnet are entered into monthly activated segments by 
age, interest, and location relative to the town. New leads enter automated 
email flows:

 + Three part welcome series (Day of conversion, + 2wk) and 
     are presented with additional incentives for dining, lodging and  
          shopping.

 + Qualified profiles enter two part (Early Summer + Late Summer) 
     lifestyle series with a relocation push + local real estate.

Prospecting

Lead Generation

Conversion

Nurturing

Expansion



Social Ad Content

Social Ad Content

Social Ad Content

Social Ad Content

Woodstock 
Website

Interest Focus 
Landing Page

Lead Magnet

Social Content Ad

Interest
Retargeting Ad

Interest
Retargeting Ad

Lifestyle

Shopping

Interest
Retargeting Ad

Retargeting Ad

General

Lead: Enter Direct Marketing 
Flows + Segments

Capture

Offer Incentive

Targeting Pixel Retargeting

Pixel Retargeting

Website – Audience Capture

Outdoor

Req DM capture

Exit

MIN 5-10% ALL WEB TRAFFIC

Flows – Advertising & Capture Funnel



Hero Content

Hero ContentHero Content

Direct Marketing Content

Segments

Welcome Series Flow

Direct emails by 
segment interest

MONTHLY

Welcome Series Flow

Relocation Flow Relocation Flow

Lead: Enter Direct 
Marketing Flows

AGE

LOCATION
INTEREST

WINTER SPORTS
OUTDOOR ACTIVITY
FOOD + DRINK
SHOPPING
MUSIC
CULTURE
RELOCATION

Immediate

Immediate

+2 Week

+6 mos

+6 mos flow repeats

Lead Exits Flow Lead Exits Segment

Customer: On Site Conversion

Success

Req opt out

Direct Marketing Content

Tracked Action

Tracked Action

Tracked Action

Tracked Action

Tracked Action

Flows – Direct Marketing Funnel



Winter Sport Outdoor Activity Food + Drink Shopping Music Culture Relocation

Segments

Headline Event
JUNE

VSO @ SS6

Direct emails by 
segment interest

MONTHLY

Purchase Tickets 
through Vendor

Offer Lodging + Food

Experience Vermont’s 
most beautful village with 

a picnic on the lawn

Direct Marketing Content

VERMONT SYMPHONY ORCHESTA 

Tracked conversion

Tracked Action

Flows – Direct Marketing Organic



Social Ads

Audience 
+ Interest

Extreme <40

OUTDOOR

MTB  Run  Hike
Alpine

25-35

LIFESTYLE

Shop  Food/Beer 
Lodging  Golf
Events/Music

Relax Seasonal

Young

FAMILY

Lodging 
Amenities

Food  Events 
Local Experiences

  

Casual <40

OUTDOOR

MTB  Hike  Fish  
Wintersports

35-50

LIFESTYLE

Shop  Food/Beer 
Lodging  Golf
Events/Music

Relax Seasonal

Teen

FAMILY

Lodging 
Amenities

Food  Shopping 
Outdoors

Casual 40-60

OUTDOOR

Hike  Fish
Wintersports

50-60

LIFESTYLE

Shop  Food/Beer 
Lodging  Golf
Events/Music

Relax Seasonal

Casual >60

OUTDOOR

Hike  Fish
Wintersports

60+

LIFESTYLE

Shop  Food/Beer 
Lodging  Golf
Events/Music

Relax Seasonal



Class Four’s data centric approach means that keeping a close focus on performance and campaign optimization 
is paramount. To this end, we’ll provide a 24/7 real-time tracking dashboard, with coverage for the entire customer 
pipeline including all web property performance – google analytics – social growth and engagement by channel, 
overall tracked impressions and engagement, audience growth by segment, lead magnet performance, PPC 
performance and spend, email statistics and rationale.  

Class Four will coordinate with WEDC stakeholders and the EDC social manager to hold monthly meetings for 
discussion of current action items, rationale, and synopsis of key performance indicators to be defined in phase 1. In 
addition, Class Four will be available to the EDC’s social manager on a full time basis for check in and coordination. 

Reporting



Execution
Timeline

The existing spend as presented in WEDC’s RFP is not enough to develop content assets, 
build a functional (and scalable) customer flow, and deploy campaigns with advertising 
spend all within the first 3 months prior to Fall Tourist season. Class Four will focus initially 
on asset development and the implementation of digital campaign tools as defined in 
[Promotion Strategy and Execution Overview]. This is additionally defined as Phase One 
and Phase Two Milestone tasks in the schedule on the following page. Beginning in April 
of ‘22, directly prior to summer tourism season, Phase Three will launch with deployment 
of all paid campaigns and the full customer flow. We are confident that growth statistics 
rendered for the ‘22 summer season will be of more than satisfactory standing to 
demonstrate a return on investment, captured audience growth, and provide measurable, 
on the ground economic lift for the Village center.  



Winter ‘22 Spring ‘22 Summer  ‘22

EOM July ‘21 May ‘22

Summer ‘21 Fall ‘21

Phase Two – Asset Creation

Hero Assets

Paid Social Assets

Direct Marketing Assets

Phase Three – Deployment

Deploy PPC ads

Deploy Automated Flows 

Direct marketing monthly emails

Deploy reporting dashboard

Activate Lead Magnet

Roadmap

Phase One – Milestone Tasks

Project management framework 

Digital brand audit 

Media Planning

Web updates

Lead magnet build

Promotion coordination 

Email segments framework

Automated email flows

Design email templates 

Build PPC custom audiences

Pixel tracking integration

Ads manager setup and onboarding 

Establish cadence with town social manager

Ads manager setup and onboarding 



Outcomes

Increased visitor traffic 
to Woodstock

PRIMARY

SUPPORTING SUPPORTING SUPPORTING SUPPORTING SUPPORTING

PRIMARY

Promotion of town as a
relocation destination

World class photo and video 
content asset library

PPC campaigns generate 600,000+ 
tracked monthly impressions

5-10% audience capture from 
website per month

Robust email re-targeting and 
engagement program

Data driven and marketing  
strategy that will scale



Budget
Allocation

20 %

15 %

45 %

8 %

7 %

5 %

For the initial contracted 12 months, Class Four will incorporate 
project budget according to the schedule listed right. The 
majority allocation will be directed toward development of 
a photo and video content pool that serves three primary 
funnels as previously noted.  In addition, significant lift will be 
required to implement the necessary platforms and tracking 
tools to effectively manage a successful digital marketing 
strategy on this scale. These phase one ‘Milestone Tasks’ are 
primarily single setup, so funds will be re-allocated into the 
scope in future years to support more significant marketing 
management overhead. This will provide for greater PPC 
frequency in 2022, and increased campaign management 
hours to further expand Woodstock’s market reach. To support 
audience capture and re-targeting through the Lead Magnet, 
8% of year one spend will be used to purchase lodging 
incentives at vendors throughout the village.  

Marketing Management

Milestone Tasks

Content Production

Lead magnet Incentives

Advertising Spend (3mos)

Vendor Licensing Fees



Management 12 video and 12 photo production shoot days. Class Four will work 
consistently to produce content on a monthly basis, and will provide 
additional content production days if needed.

One monthly in-person or remote meeting with EDC to provide 
status updates, reporting, and address any questions. A Class Four 
project manager will be made available to meet with Woodstock’s 
Social Media Coordinator or relevant board stakeholders at any time, 
pending availability. 

Lead Magnet Incentives, Vendor Licensing, Paid Spend costs and 10% 
advance of total budget are due Net30 on contractual start of project. 
Remainder of project budget to be billed on a 12 month retainer basis.

• 

• 

• 



Our 
Team

Class Four is a growing team of skiers, climbers, 
runners, race car drivers, nerds, cooks and all 
around creatives in Burlington, VT, and Greenville, 
SC. In four years, we’ve logged over 5 million airline 
miles building content and activation projects 
internationally for many of the largest brands in 
the world, and at a full service level, Class Four 
uses cutting edge technology and data capture 
platforms to grow sales and sell experiences. We’re 
also highly engaged in our community – over the 
past year Class Four actively led or took part in 
community service projects ranging from COVID-19 
economic recovery at the local level, to supporting 
non profit organizations revolutionizing the Vermont 
Arts landscape. Class Four also works yearly 
with local partners in Burlington to help secure 
Patagonia’s 1% For the Plant grant for the Intervale 
Center – supporting the restoration of riverbank 
degradation and riparian ecosystems. 

WEDC Project Lead

Charles Kahn is a Woodstock native with experience managing 
a diverse collection of marketing campaigns, activation projects 
and content logistics. Charles is responsible for the majority of 
campaign ideation at Class Four and spends his time between 
project management and creative direction roles. With a proven 
track record of unique campaign development and an immense 
working knowledge of the Woodstock’s economic landscape, he in 
an ideal project lead for the EDC’s ‘21 marketing contract. Charles 
holds a first name basis with many Village merchants, town leaders, 
and community members. After hours, Charles is an avid automotive 
enthusiast whose work-play endeavors have landed him in secret 
underground bunkers for BMW group and at dinner with Mario 
Andretti . He enjoys exploring hard to reach places and can be 
found on the weekend (with difficulty) running up a mountain before 
sunrise or deep in Solidworks designing components for any number 
of engineering projects. Charles also serves as an Advancement 
Subcommittee chair on the Champlain College Alumni Advisory 
board, working with an expansive network of institutional alumni to 
support the success of fellow graduates and students at the college. 



Our Team

Zach Walbridge

Zach is a founding partner at Class 
Four and manages daily business 
operations. During the work week, 
Zach often finds his way to our 
production sets where is a skilled 
cinematographer himself. When 
Zach takes his winter vacation in 
March, you’ll find him on a pair of 
skis in Whistler, BC, launching an 80’ 
jump. 

Dale Bancroft

Dale has managed direct marketing 
at Class Four since 2018, after 
being lured back to Vermont by 
the appalling lack of clean snow in 
NYC. With a deep understanding of 
advanced email marketing and re-
targeting tactics, Dale drives over $ 
2m in direct marketing sales for local 
Vermont businesses alone. He can 
often be found working late just to be 
sure every last bit of performance has 
been eeked from a given campaign. 
Dale has experience developing 
direct messaging for first to market 
start-ups, major brands and 
experiential events.

David Rose

A partner at Class Four, David 
manages production and activation 
for motorsports clients and is almost 
always a few minutes late because 
something broke on his car. He has an 
affinity for vintage Mercedes’, BMW’s 
and Porsche’s that tend to break 
down on a daily basis, and by age 
20, David was known worldwide as a 
foremost forum authority on classic 
German cars.

Simeon Pol

Simeon is the production unit director 
at Class Four, joining our team from 
MTV New York in 2020. As Director of 
Photography, Simeon is responsible 
for the execution of creative video 
assets 5 days a week. 



Nick Coutu

Nick is a social media manager at 
Class Four and does it with style.  He 
wears a suit to post on Facebook 
and a tuxedo while on Instagram.  
In between racing cars on the 
weekends, It is estimated that if his 
thumb had a step tracker, his phone 
would have climbed Mt. Everest 32 
times from Instagram and Facebook 
scrolling alone. Nick’s bio was written 
by the rest of the Burlington office, 
and although he vehemently denies 
much of it, everything you have just 
read is 100% true.

Carly Freeman

Carly is Class Four’s in-house 
designer. On any given day, she 
can be found building graphics, 
email templates, brand assets or 
user experiences for development. 
Carly is also our unofficial director 
of company outings – organizing 
weekend get-togethers with a few 
cases of craft beer in tow.

Zane Fields

Zane is another former Woodstock 
native and campaign assistant 
to Dale, Neil and our Automotive 
campaign manager Nick . Zane 
works with our clients directly or 
together with their in house teams 
to coordinate social media posting, 
campaign schedule, and ensure the 
correct assets find their way to the 
right channels. 

Neil Bearse

Neil is Class Four’s campaign 
manager assigned to the WEDC 
project. Neil is a highly experienced 
Paid Advertising and PPC manager 
with a wide range of experience in 
market research and building custom 
digital audiences for promotion. In 
his previous role, Neil managed the 
largest PPC budget in Canada’s 
history through LinkedIn –which we 
think is pretty cool. After hours (and 
sometimes on Friday) Neil is a craft 
beer fanatic with a full microbrew 
operation in his basement that 
benefits the rest of us almost as 
much as it does himself.  

Chris Goodhue

As Lead Editor, Chris Goodhue works 
closely with the rest of the production 
team at Class Four. Chris comes from 
a Real Estate marketing background 
in Boston, but after discovering a 
world class knack for video editing, 
he’s been in an edit suite ever since. 

Our Team



First to market product
based in Vermont.
Full Service

Cyrus Schenck
Founder, CEO
cyrus@renoun.com
+1 (802) 734-4129 (cell)

Vermont’s largest 
production house
Top VT Content Agency

Nate Beaman
Owner
nathan.bea@urbanrhino.com
+ (802) 238-8594

Largest cycling apparel 
company in the world
Full Service

Marie-Andree Vezina, 
Vice President, Marketing
mvezina@louisgarneau.com
+1 (418) 878-4135 #325  

Financial Investment 
Firm
Content

Caroline Kessler
Head of marketing
caroline@onedayinjuly.com
+1 (802) 503-8280

Brick and mortar, e-comm outdoor 
goods retail
Full Service

John George-Wheeler
Co-Owner, Skirack
jphngw@skirack.com
+1 (802) 923-2910 (cell)

German performance
aftermarket parts
Full Service

Tom Rittenburg
Vice President, EAH
tom@rennline.com
+1 (802) 893-7366 (cell)

Content & global 
drink company
Content

Luke House
Sr. Producer 
luke.house@redbull.com
+1 (310) 745-8722

Renoun Skis

Louis Garneau 

Urban RhinoOne Day in July Skirack

ECS / Rennline Red Bull

References



Class Four’s approach, team, and track record make us an 
ideal candidate for development and implementation of the 
WEDC’s creative marketing plan. Our proximity and existing 
contractual agreements with the Woodstock Inn, put Class 
Four’s content team on site every one-to-two months allowing 
for added flexibility in capturing Woodstock events. As an 
agency experienced in working with content driven projects, 
we understand quality of execution is a must. That’s why Class 
Four has invested more than any Vermont agency in a cutting 
edge production workflow that meets the most pressing industry 
demands. With a vested interest in maintaining (and growing) 
Woodstock’s vibrant downtown hub, the Class Four team looks 
forward to answering any questions the Marketing Committee 
may have. 

Thank you for your consideration.




